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In the Theorem below we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
mappingf to have a fixed point. The Theorem is rather general in as much as 
the domain off is an abstract set endowed with neither a topological nor an 
algebraic structure. 
First we prove the following 
LEMMA. Let f be a mapping from a set S such that for every subset A of S: 
A n.04 = 4 implies S - (A uf[Al uf -VI) # 4. (1) 
Then f has a fixed point b such that f -l[(b}] = {b}.* 
PROOF. Let F be the set of all fixed points off and H = f -l[F] -F. 
To prove the Lemma it is enough to show the existence of an element b of S 
such that b E F and b $ f [HI. 
Clearly, H n f [H] = 4. Consider the set d given by 
A ={X/ HCXCS and Xnf [Xl =$I- (2) 
Since H E d we see that d is nonempty. Partial order d by set-theoretical 
inclusion C. Let r be a simply ordered subset of (d, C). We claim that 
(u r)nf[u T] =$. A ssume the contrary, and let g E u I’ andf(g) E u I’. 
However, since (r, C) is simply ordered, for some G E r it is the case that 
gEGandf(g)EG contradicting the definition of d given in (2). Obviously, 
HC u r and therefore, every simply ordered subset (r, C) of (d, C) has a 
least upper bound u r in d and consequently by Zorn’s Lemma (d, C) has a 
maximal element M. Clearly by (2) we have 
HCMCS and Mnf[M] =& 
Thus, M satisfies the hypothesis of implication (1) and therefore 
B=S-(M~~[M]LJ~-~[M])#$. 
(3) 
(4) 
* The fact that b satisfies the equality f-‘[{b}] = {b} was suggested by the Referee 
William N. Anderson, Jr. 
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Let b E B. But then as (4) shows M is a proper subset of M U {b} and hence 
by maximality of M, 
CM u @>I n f W u P>l f 4. (5) 
However, it is easily seen that in view of (3) and (4) 
P u PI) nfP u WI = @I n.fW~l, 
which in view of (5) implies that b is a fixed point off. Hence b EF. On the 
other hand since b qkf[M] and H C M, we see that 6 $f[H]. 
Thus the Lemma is proved. 
THEOREM. Let f be a mapping from a set D. Then f has a fixed point if and 
only if there exists a subset S of D such that for every subset A of S 
A nf VI = 4 implies S - (A uf [Al ~.f-~[Al) +d. (1) 
PROOF. First, let b be a fixed point off. As a subset S of D, choose 
S = {b}, Thus, the only subsets of S are $ and {b}. Clearly, 4 satisfies implica- 
tion (1) and since b is a fixed point off, implication (1) is vacuously satisfied 
by (6). Thus, (1) holds for S. 
Next, let S be a subset of D satisfying (1). But then the restriction off to S 
is a mapping satisfying the hypothesis of the Lemma. Hence f has a fixed point 
by virtue of the Lemma. 
As an immediate consequence of the Theorem we prove the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Let f be a mapping from an injnite set S such that for every 
A C S, 
J=g implies A nf [Al Z +. (6) 
Then the set F of all fixed points off is such that 
S-F&, 
i.e., the cardinality of the set of alljxedpoints off isgreater than the cardinality 
of the set of all nonjxed points off. 
PROOF. Let N be the set of all nonfixed points off, Assume on the con- 
trary that 
2= 5. (8) 
Clearly, in view of (6) for every subset A of N 
A nf[A] = + implies A < 3. (9) 
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Let A be such a subset of N, i.e., A nf[A] == $ (A = # is an example of 
such a subset). Hence, in view of (8) and (9) we have 
We claim that 
N - (A uf[A]) = N. (10) 
N - (A uf[Al uf-“[Al) # 4. (11) 
Suppose on the contrary that (11) does not hold. Therefore, 
N - (A uf[A] uf-‘[.4]) = (N - (A u.f[A])) -f-$4] = + 
implying 
N - (A uf[-q) Cf-‘[Al, 
which in turn implies 
fW - (A uf[41 c A. 
But then 
W - (A WVI)) f-MN - (A uf[4>1> C W - (A uf[4) n 4 = 6. 
On the other hand, from (8) and (10) it follows that N - (A uf[A]) is a 
= 
subset of S of cardinality equal to S. Consequently, in view of (6), it must 
have a nonempty intersection with its image under f contradicting (12). Thus, 
our supposition is false and (11) holds. But then by virtue of (9) and (1 l), 
our Theorem implies that N has a fixed point which contradicts the fact that 
N is the set of all nonfixed points of f. Thus, our assumption is false and 
(8) does not hold. Hence (7) holds, as desired. 
COROLLARY 2. Let f  be a mapping from an infinite set s such that 
E n f [E] # + for every infinite subset E of S. Then all but a finite number of 
elements of S are $xed under f. 
PROOF. Assume that the set N of all nonfixed points off contains a denu- 
merable (infinite) subset D. But then in view of the hypothesis of Corollary 2, 
Corollary 1 implies that all but a finite number of elements of D are tied 
under f. Thus, our assumption is false and N is finite, as desired. 
